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• Planned launch of Sweep, an engaging and immersive technology that will
transform communications through virtual discovery.
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• Ability to fast track the new Sweep technology to market, leveraging on
existing investments in our platform and people.
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• New business model and clear plan to deliver revenue in Q4 CY 2017, will
underpin and drive shareholder value.
• Launch of Sweep to capitalise on the recent release of new Augmented
Reality software by Apple and Google, opening up a multi-billion-dollar
market.
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The Board of Thred Ltd (ASX: THD, Thred or the Company) is very pleased to
announce its new technology and business model – Sweep, a consumer app, and
Agent Reality, our white label solution for enterprise. Sweep is a revolutionary
new technology application for mobile that will lead the Augmented Reality
innovation space, building on the technology platform created by Thred.
Supporting the Sweep technology is a new business model which the Company is
implementing, following a review of its current operations, to optimise the
effectiveness and market delivery of the new technology and brand.
Augmented Reality (AR) technologies are signalled to experience phenomenal
growth particularly in the ecommerce and retail space, with the market expected
to reach US$165 billion by 20241. AR turns the surrounding environment into a
digital interface by placing virtual objects in the real world, in real-time. Major
technology players such as Apple and Google have led the technology trend with
the recent launch of their new mobile devices and operating systems, that enable
augmented reality applications, creating a multi- billion-dollar market.
Capitalising on this significant market opportunity, Sweep will utilise the features
of the new generation of mobile software, to provide users with an AR experience
that is coupled with geo-location features. The development of a mobile
application of this nature, is significant and will deliver extensive market potential
with everyday users’ and enterprises opportunities across a wide range of
industries including retail, foodservice and mining. The Company anticipates a
soft launch of Sweep next month, with revenues expected as early as Q4 CY 2017.
A detailed overview of Sweep and Agent Reality are provided in the attached
Shareholder Update presentation.
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Global Market Insights, January 2017, “Augmented Reality Market worth over $165bn by 2024”
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Geoff Marshall, Managing Director said “We are very excited to unveil Sweep, which has the capacity
to transform the way we communicate, integrating the latest in Augmented Reality and geo-location
technologies within our Thred technology platform. Over the last few months the Company has been
diligently engaged in enhancing Thred’s core technology by recruiting a highly talented team, who
have conceived and developed the new Sweep app.
We believe this is a unique technology application and are confident that we can bring this new
opportunity to market quickly to capitalise on the launch of the new device based software from Apple
and Google that enables the use of our technology. We look forward to updating the market in the
coming weeks with more detail on our technology and our market strategy to deliver on this exciting
opportunity”
About Thred: Thred Limited (ASX: THD) is a technology company with particular expertise in Augmented Reality
and new communication technologies which yield big data. Thred has developed an in-market version of a
software platform that aims to provide social messaging, along with content creation and sharing, in one simple
consumer app.
Thred intends to continually innovate features in the near-term to leverage important new technologies such as
augmented reality and geo-location. Thred plans to progressively integrate these new features over the coming
months to increase its user audience and drive revenue growth via a new, creative and effective business model.
Some of the existing features of the Thred platform will be removed as Thred rebrands its consumer facing app
to a new brand called ‘Sweep’.
Thred has launched an ‘in market’ testing phase through iTunes & Play Store. All of the downloads and
marketing effort in the existing platform will be leveraged to increase user base as it transitions into the Sweep
app to allow us to increase user engagement and sentiment. Following a period of user feedback around Sweep
features, Thred will periodically release a schedule of features and improvements to increase its user uptake.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
The material in this document has been prepared by Thred & is general background information about Thred’s
activities. The material may contain forward looking statements including statements regarding Thred’s current
situation, intent or current expectations with respect to Thred’s business.
While Thred has taken all reasonable care in compiling & producing the material, the material has not been
verified; is given in summary form & any forecasts & hypothetical examples may be subject to uncertainty &
contingencies outside Thred’s control
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Important Information
Forward Looking Statements

Warning - Limitation on Us

Disclaimer

The Material in this document has been

This is not an oﬀer document. Nothing in this

Thred and its Representatives:

prepared by Thred and is general background

Material constitutes or is intended to constitute

information about Thred’s activities. The Material
may contain forward looking statements

an oﬀer of, or an invitation to purchase or
subscribe for, securities and should not be

including statements regarding Thred’s current

considered advice or a recommendation to

situation, intent or current expectations with

investors or potential investors in relation to an

respect to Thred’s business and capital
adequacy.
While Thred has taken all reasonable care in
compiling and producing the Material, the

investment in Thred.
Unless otherwise indicated Thred holds the
copyright to this Material. You are not
permitted to copy, reproduce or alter this
Material, for any purpose without the prior

summary form and any forecasts and

written consent of Thred.

and contingencies outside Thred’s control.

or implied, as to the accuracy, reliability, or
completeness of the information and does not
undertake any obligation to revise any of the
Material, including any forward looking
statements to reflect events or circumstances

Material has not been verified; is given in
hypothetical examples are subject to uncertainty

a) make no representation or warranty, express

after the date hereof.
b) reserve the right to make changes,

modifications, additions, deletions and
corrections to the Material, at any time and
without notice.

You acknowledge that Thred is a listed entity

c) do not accept any liability for any statements,

and subject to continuous disclosure

opinions, information, or matters, express or

obligations. You will be liable and will

implied arising out of, contained in or derived

indemnify Thred and its directors, aﬃliates,

from, this Material or for any damages or losses

oﬃcers, employees, agents, contractors,
successors and assigns (“Representatives’) if

whatsoever, arising out of, or in any way related

you or anyone that receives the Material from
you, uses or releases any of the Material other
than as permitted by Thred.

to, the use of this Material.
This update may contain references to Brands
that are intended to provide context only and do
not necessarily infer a commercial relationship
with any of the Brands mentioned herein.
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Welcome to the
Future of Thred
Thred is a technology company that is
defining, validating & building an exciting
new proposition that will diﬀerentiate us

How ?
By delivering globally relevant technology,
leveraging Augmented Reality and geo-location
through our consumer app, Sweep and our
white-label solution, Agent Reality
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The Evolution of the
Thred App is Sweep
Thred is an innovative technology company
Thred will deliver technology & market advantage by leveraging existing investments
in its built platform
Thred has the right team with the skills, purpose & vision to deliver
Sweep has a clear & validated path to market which will position us to:
Take advantage of Apple & Google’s facilitation of a new technology revolution
Acquire a leading position in the emerging global AR market
Rapidly deliver tangible monetisation avenues with revenue by end of December 2017
Create new markets for enterprises to engage and provide content to consumers
Deliver a uniquely engaging consumer experience for users to …
…

discover a world around you
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Forward Facing Structure
A different focus will require different branding and business models

Thred Ltd
Corporate Entity

*

*
These models
are symbiotic

White Label, Premium Services

Consumer App
Consumer business model
focused on growth in user
audience and engagement

Enterprise business model that
focuses on white label and AR
services to brands and agencies

* = Preliminary brand designs subject to change before brand launch
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What is
Augmented Reality?

Experiences are tailored
to a user’s location

AR will be available on every
smartphone

Users receive and share content in
an engaging manner

+

Apple & Google will create a multibillion dollar market by releasing AR
technology on their devices

Pokémon Go is the most prolific example, allowing users to catch
virtual Pokémon hidden throughout a map of the real world

Augmented Reality (AR) places virtual objects &
information in a viewer’s real-world environment
through the camera of a smartphone

It generated over $600m in revenue and 100m users in 6 months
bringing AR in to the mainstream
Copyright @ Thred Ltd 2017
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The Augmented
World
Sweep creates a new world through
the lens of a smartphone camera

Agent Reality takes this technology
and enables brands to deliver their own
branded content and experiences
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AR apps like Snapchat have
proliferated, showing new and
powerful ways to engage with users

You already know about
Augmented Reality

Pokémon Go was a worldwide craze
that pioneered AR via smartphones

Target Users Are Ready (18 – 25yrs)
80% of respondents are influenced by their friends’ social media
86% of our target users are interested in geo-locked chats
60% of our target users have used Pokémon Go

Copyright @ Thred Ltd 2017
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The future of Thred is:

*

discover a world around you

* = Preliminary brand designs subject to change before brand launch
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https://youtu.be/PVCkmB_dSGM
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What is Sweep?
“Sweeping is the act of panning your phone in front
of you to view Augmented Reality (AR) content”

Sweep is an immersive experience underpinned by AR technology

The Sweep app is an evolution of the existing Thred app

Sweep’s business model will deliver rapid monetisation via several avenues

Sweep’s AR features will transform a user’s love of chat and discovery

Sweep delivers a new business model that supports & drives shareholder value
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How Does
Sweep Work?
Our technology is underpinned by Augmented
Reality and geo-location via phone GPS

A geo-location is a specific point on the surface of the Earth
which can be retrieved via smartphones

With a phone’s GPS, Sweep will deliver messaging, AR content
& experiences contextually relevant to a user’s location

Copyright @ Thred Ltd 2017
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How will Sweep Engage Users?
Successful consumer apps know and follow the same basic pathway:

Acquisition

Activation

Retention Revenue

Augmented
Reality

Geo-locked
Content

Discover users
& chat

Advertising &
in-app purchases

Acquisition

Activation

Retention

Revenue
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The aversion of millennials to digital
marketing & advertising
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Millennials will engage with content that is gamified, cool & not ‘in their
face’

Delivering marketing that satisfies these outcomes will significantly increase
user engagement, AR is the solution

Universal Problems
and How we Solve Them

‘’Research Shows Millennials Don’t Respond To Ads’’- Huffington Post
‘’Millennials Want Brands To Be More Authentic‘’- The Blog

Brick & Mortar retailers are under siege from global
on-line companies
Sweep will know when a user is in proximity to a retailer and deliver
hyper-engaging marketing presented as AR
Sweep drives traﬃc through AR gamification of ads and promotions
delivered though the humble smartphone

Anticipating an Amazon price war, analysts have almost halved profit
forecasts for local electronics chains such as Harvey Norman
Holdings Ltd & JB Hi-Fi Ltd
Copyright @ Thred Ltd 2017

Washington Post – June17
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Sweep Revenue Opportunities
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Sweep provides an API enabling 3rd
parties to deliver AR content

This will grow Sweep’s user base
while enhancing the partner’s brand

Sweep
API
Integration

Thred has been validating opportunities
for monetising this service

Selling Sweep Integration
and its Audience
e.g. Tinder could use Sweep’s API,
allowing Sweep users to interact with

Strategic customer acquisition
with potential for license fees

Tinder members in AR

API usage fees estimated at
$10,000’s / month
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Sweep In-App
Purchases
Users pay Sweep for in-app purchases

e.g. a consumer purchases, via the Sweep app, an AR overlay of the
Colosseum as seen in 753 BC, from the Rome Tourist Board
In this example, Sweep believes users will pay a fee for
value adding services or entertainment

Sweep will charge users for promoted content that is
provided by key partners
Based on internal research, Thred believes Sweep could feasibly
generate revenue of at least $5.00 / user / year
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Food & Hospitality
Changing the way businesses, advertisers and users engage with retailers, restaurants and bars
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Sweep drives engagement in retail by delivering
compelling content
Conversion from ad views is easily measured in
real-time

Virtual Real
Estate

Retailers will use Sweep to populate their
precincts with AR content and promotions
Revenue will be generated in 3 key ways:
-

Views: the number of times the AR
content has been viewed

Selling Traffic, Rent & Virtual
Billboards

-

Charging retailers for conversions and
brand engagement via Sweep
-

Conversions: the number of people
who made a purchase after seeing
the content
Clicks: The number of people who
interact with the content

Sweep will turn every phone into a billboard
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Data Analytics
Measuring brand loyalty, interaction and conversions

Data is valuable – we leverage in-depth data to help
businesses understand their consumers better

Sweep will be able to measure nuanced behaviors of hyperlocal communities and provide tools for optimizing businesses

The value of this dataset increases over time, creating
opportunities for higher revenue
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“A new trillion-dollar industry is emerging that mandates

Sweep will Own a
Virtual & Valuable Asset

brands be omnipresent. Within this decade, Augmented
Reality is going to change the way the always-connected

”

consumer works, shops & plays

Deloitte Digital AR paper – July 17

Thred can own & lease virtual real estate to businesses; like
traditional billboard advertising
Unlike traditional billboards, we can target users by
demographic, measure their engagement and provide a
more immersive experience
Sweep delivers an opportunity to create a distinct, high
grade advertising ecosystem

We can take control of iconic real-estate
and high profile advertising locations
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Our Enterprise Product
Helping businesses quickly and effectively leverage the
latest technology for their customers
Agent Reality offers our AR technology platform as a solution for
businesses
Our off-the-shelf white label product allows brands to have a
competitive advantage as well as solve real problems

Augmented Reality as a Service

Augmented Reality as a Service
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Agent Reality Revenue Opportunities
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White Label Sales
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Licensing White Label Versions of Sweep

Agent Reality will license a version of its platform to brands and events who can
leverage our technology to create their own branded AR experience

White Label Partners will include brands, agencies & professional services firms
Agent Reality provides a content management system (CMS) to enable
partners to customise their version of our technology
Agent Reality will receive income by license fees and bespoke upgrades
Agent Reality has the opportunity to charge on a volume, user/time
basis, or a combination

Potential revenue / partner / activation ranging from $10,000’s
to $100,000’s
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Festival & Event
Applications
$1.5 bn sector in Australia -

The novelty of AR combined with the
unique social element allows for digital
amplification of localised marketing

(EY report, 2014)

Businesses deliver targeted content to festival goers in AR

Partners will be able to leverage Agent Reality to deliver
engaging activations, allowing users to search for geolocked chats and content with their favourite musicians

Target Strategic Partner Examples
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Create AR signposts around the
stadium to engage with the crowd
in a way never before seen

Sporting Event
Applications
$11 bn sector in Australia -

(IBIS World,2017)

Live geo-locked chats during events to speak to the
crowd or athletes
Deliver messages from sponsors and see custom AR
effects overlayed on the field
Leverage AR content such as an augmented blimp
floating across the stadium advertising a betting house

Target Strategic Partner Examples
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Travel Applications
$119 bn sector in Australia -

(IBIS World,2017)

Convert foreign language to navigate destinations

Find hotel rooms or Airbnb’s that are available around you
without searching Google

Target Strategic Partner Examples

Tourist attraction providers can deliver engaging
offers and information via AR to Sweep users
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Dating Applications
$113 m sector in Australia -

(ACCC, 2014)

Online dating can leverage Agent Reality technology to provide a
new way for the romantic to discover each other

Users can leave geo-locked chats, photos and hidden messages,
pinned to a location and interact in a novel and exciting way

Create virtual speed dating chats
and novel ways of meeting
Target Strategic Partner Examples
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Big Retail Applications
“Powerful new AR phones, along with advances in cloud technology, will cause retailers to finally embrace AR solutions. Since nearly
every retail customer who walks into a store has a smartphone, it only makes sense for retailers to turn those phones into selling tools”
AppReal – Dec 2016
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Agent Reality will generate high volumes of
granular data accessible to clients via a dashboard

Data
Analytics

This data will be highly relevant to a broad range of
enterprises
Data access will be on a subscription basis with
fees determined by volume and depth of insights

Partners pay for location
based consumer data sets

The value of the data grows with the size of the
partners
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Revenue Generation Models

In App
Purchases

Virtual
Real Estate
Priority & Size
of Opportunity

Sweep Platform
Integration
Data
Analytics
White Label
Sales
Time & User Growth
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Go to Market Strategy
White Label
Sales

Sweep App

Data
Analytics

Sweep Platform
Integration

Virtual
Real Estate

In App
Purchases

Direct to
Consumers

Direct to consumer AR product

White Label

Brands Direct
& Agencies

Product that enables enterprises
to use Sweep technology

Agent Reality

Agencies &
Service Firms

Separate business that sells AR
services from Sweep

Product

Channel

Revenue Models
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The Growth
Opportunity
Apple has already launched AR-Kit, Google is
launching AR-Core in October
These giants are investing billions in AR which will
enable others to create new products and services
AR will be a key element of all brand engagement strategies
AR advertising has significantly higher view-through rates

$120bn

181.3%

61%

AR Market size in
2020

Predicted
CAGR

Citi Research

IDC

% of AR market
revenue driven by AR
commerce

USD

Citi Research
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Technology & Product Positioning
Augmented Reality & Messaging

Market
Scale in $b

NOW

Messaging Ecosystems

$120 bn
(in 2020)

Google AR / Core Launched

NOW

$25 bn
(now)

$1bn

Apple AR / Kit Launched

Augmented Reality Market

Pokémon Go

Concept

Pioneers

Early Adopters

Traction
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Acceptance

Maturity

Life Cycle
Stage (Time)
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Market Landscape
The Augmented Reality Landscape Now

Introducing Social AR
Est. Market opportunity $15b

Utility based AR apps

Marketing AR apps

Game based AR apps

Est. Market size $1b

Est. Market size $2.4b

Est. Market size $3.4b
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The Giants are
Investing and
Predicting Growth
Tim Cooke,
Apple CEO said:

The world’s top companies are investing in facilitating
the AR revolution

“We will have AR experiences every day, almost like eating
3 meals a day, It will become that much a part of you”

Apple & Google are heralding the formation of a huge
market by releasing AR capabilities on their platforms

Mark Zuckerberg
recently said:

The AR market potential will be so large that there will
be room for multiple big players

“The phone is probably going to be the mainstream
consumer platform (where) a lot of these AR
features become mainstream, rather than a glasses
form factor that people will wear on their face”

Like the chat market, we believe a top 50 player in the
AR market will have a significant valuation
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User Validation & Market Sizing
Research

Validation Surveys (272 participants)
80% said the places their friends go influences their decision to go there

70% of US adults use social media [BI]

86% are interested in geo-locked chats

Social media usage is growing 17% annually [BI]
$3.9b US was lost in advertising revenue in 2016 as a result of ad blockers [BI]

However, digital ad revenue is increasing $19b US per year

68% said are they were highly likely to join a new social network
60% of users have used Pokémon Go
75% of people said they would like to see other types of content such as
social in Pokémon Go
74% of participants used ad-blocker

User Validation Groups (6 groups, over 30 participants)

Marketing Sizing

Social networks for AR content was rated on average 7.4 out of 10

There are 3.0m Australians aged between 18 & 25 [ABS]

Interacting with AR content from businesses was rated 8.1 out of 10

93% of these are active on social media [Pew Research]

Using AR to plan journeys was rated 8.6 out of 10

Of these, 90% are influenced by social media on where to go, eat
and shop

On average participants rated geolocked chatrooms 7.7 out of 10

Our Australian addressable audience is 2,511,000
Our global addressable audience is estimated at 200,000,000
Snapchat have 166 m users and are valued at $20 bn [Snap Inc.]
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Revenue Timing
and Mix

Costs

Revenue and share value mix will shift over time

Costs will be determined and aligned with growth
plans

The Sweep app will deliver the greatest Shareholder value

Upon the commercial validation of Sweep features, costs will
increase to drive growth opportunities

Agent Reality & White Label will deliver:
•

Immediate revenue

•

IP development

•

Valuable learning to drive Sweep app growth

Sweep App

Revenue
$
White Label

Cash Costs
$
50% Reduction

Agent Reality

FY 18

FY 19

FY 20

July 17

Dec 17

July 18
Copyright @ Thred Ltd 2017
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Why We Will Succeed

Problem Is
Omnipresent

Advanced
Development

Large Addressable
Market Opportunity

The Right
Team

Millennials are almost immune
to digital advertising; Brick &
Mortar retailers are under
siege globally by the likes of
Amazon

We already have an app,
deployable across multiple
platforms & can integrate
AR quickly

Our timing is perfect, AR is
set to boom with AR players
leveraging exponential
technology enablers like
Apple & Google

The new DNA of Thred
has the skills, ideas,
purpose, attitude and
experience to deliver
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Estimated Milestones
Oct 17

Nov 17

Dec 17

First Partners
on-boarded

AR user trials

2nd round of
Partners

Geo-locked
chats released

Agent Reality
launched

Initial Revenue

Groups & team
messaging

18,000
downloads

Thred app rebrand
to Sweep

Investor
Roadshows

Q1 18

Q2 18

Discover
reviews in AR

International
beta testing

User generated
content

First big data
partnerships

Influencer and
Ambassadors

Major marketing
events

Agent Reality is
cash neutral

Planned International
expansion

30K – 50 K
downloads

50K – 75K
downloads

75k – 100k
downloads

100,00 +
downloads

CY 2017

Q3 18

Q4 18

CY 2018
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The Board &
Management

David
Wheeler

Sol
Majteles

Robyn
Foyster

Non-Executive
Chair

Non-Executive
Director

Non-Executive
Director

David has more than 30 years of

Sol has over 40 years of wide ranging

Robyn is the CEO of Foyster Media - a

Executive

experience

and

multi-platform media company which

Advisory and Company Directorship

business transactions, corporate and

owns The Carousel and Women Love

experience

board

Management,
in

private

Corporate
companies,

family oﬃces and public companies

in

commercial

decision making and general

commercial law and practice.

Tech. She is the former Publisher and
Editor

of

Australia's

three

biggest

across a range of industries. He has

ﬂagship magazines - The Australian

worked on projects in throughout

Women's Weekly, Woman's Day and

Australasia, SE Asia Europe the USA &

New Idea.

greater China.

Geoff
Marshall

Mez
Gallifuoco

Michael
Cerbara

Managing
Director

Chief Product &
Growth Officer

Chief Technology
Officer

Damon
Sweeny
CFO & Co Sec

Geoﬀ provides a blend of corporate

Mez is a highly experienced digital

Michael has a ﬁrst-class technology

Damon is Thred’s CFO and Co Sec,

and capital market experience with a

professional with deep and broad skills

pedigree

providing

successful start up background. His

across technology, product develop-

experience

career includes: former Partner at

ment, user experience, marketing and

technology stacks, tools and models,

board and management team. Damon

Price Waterhouse and senior executive

growth.

including AI and AR in enterprise and

is highly versed in ASX and corporate

consumer businesses.

requirements and plays an intrinsic

roles at Rothmans Holdings, Mayne
Health Group & Nanosonics Ltd.
Geoﬀ has a breadth of experience in
technology and ASX companies.

Since

joining

Thred,

Mez

has

which

includes

across

an

in-depth
array

of

an

experienced

and

methodical level of support to the

and important role in the development

established all the required processes

Prior to joining Thred, Michael worked

for ideating, developing and delivering

of the Company.

at KPMG, PwC and several other start

innovative digital products.

ups.
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Top 10 Shareholders
Key Idea Holdings Ltd

18.11%

Mr Gavin Jeremy Dunhill

3.48%

Citicorp Nominee Pty Ltd

3.07%

Celtic Capital Pty Ltd

1.88%

Carrisa Pty Ltd

1.71%

Jamber Investments Pty Ltd

1.65%

Hampshire Auto Centre Pty Ltd

1.59%

Adams Family Investments Pty Ltd

1.52%

JDK Nominees Pty Ltd

1.48%

Lateral Pty Ltd

1.30%
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ASX & Financial Update
ASX TICKER

THD

Shares Quoted on ASX

831,539,387

Escrow Shares

318,075,272

Share Price

0.7 c

Market Capitalisation

$8,047,303

Cash on Hand @ 31st of August

$3,224,686
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Summary
We are in discussions with future partners such as JC Decaux, PwC & China
Eastern Airlines with the aim of establishing early White Label agreements

Thred has a clear plan to generate revenue before end of December 2017

We have the outstanding technology differentiation to achieve this new vision

Our ‘user-ready’ Thred platform is a massive advantage, significantly
shortening Sweep’s journey to market

Sweep features and brand launch will occur before end of December 2017
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Next Steps
Thred expects to release another update in the coming weeks containing a
more specific overview of the Sweep app

This will be accompanied by a comprehensive video illustrating how Sweep
works from a user’s perspective

Capital city roadshows will follow, providing Members with the opportunity to
meet the team and ask questions

Thred expects the first Sweep feature, Geo-locked public chats, to be available
to users in October 2017
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Thank You
Contact
Geoff Marshall

geoffm@thred.im

Erik Tyler

erikt@thred.im
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